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Rudi’s Weekly Report.
Kia ora koutou
Hope all is well, and that the first
week of teaching has gone smoothly.
This week, we have a report from our
very own Professor David Wiltshire
on the very successful
“Inhomogeneous Cosmologies IV
Workshop” at the Torun Centre for
Astronomy in Poland.
This week, we also have a visiting
staff profile from our Erskine Fellow,
Professor John Finke, please make
sure to take a look.
We were also very fortunate to be
able to host Dr. Stuart Ryder from

NASA. Stuart is a UC alumnus and
is involved in the SOFIA programme.
Stuart gave an excellent lecture on
“Science from the Stratosphere: On
board NASA’s flying observatory”.
You can watch the talk here https://
www.facebook.com/ucscience/videos/381239155862597/
Please join me in congratulating Dr.
Hadis Bagherpour – Hadis successfully defended her PhD thesis last Friday.
Her thesis topic was “Incorporating an
IceTop veto for cascade events” under
the supervision of Assoc Prof Jenni
Adams.
Finally, there are two important events

coming up next week.
On Tuesday,
23rd of July
there is the
2019 SPCS
thesis in 3
heat.
On the 26th
of July, the
School will
be hosting
an Erskine welcome and
technical staff thanks morning tea –
please come along!
Have a great weekend.
Nga mihi nui
Rudi

Congratulations to Hadis- Karen Pollard
Congratulations to Hadis Bagherpour
who successfully defended her PhD
thesis last Friday afternoon (Fri 12th
July).

video conference room, Hadis’s PhD
oral presentation was presented to the
examination committee only.

We will try to get Hadis back to the
Her thesis topic was “Incorporating an School to give her PhD oral presentaIceTop veto for cascade events” under tion, possibly as a School seminar, at a
the supervision of Assoc Prof Jenni
later date.
Adams.
Because the oral examination was carried out by video conference in a small

SPCS Te Kura Matū Seminar Series
Time/Date

Speaker

Talk Title

Location

Wed, 24 Jul 2019 12:00:00
NZST

Alison Downard & Adrian
McDonald

TBC

Room 701,
Level 7,
West Building
University of Canterbury

Fri, 26 Jul 2019 11:00:00
NZST

Sivasinthujah Paramasivam,
PhD Chemistry Candidate

SYNTHESIS OF N-GLYCANS FOR IMMUNOLOGICAL STUDIES

Room 701,
Level 7,
West Building
University of Canterbury

Fri, 23 Aug 2019 11:00:00
NZST

Peter Schwerdtfeger

From the Schrödinger EquaRoom 701,
tion to the Standard Model and Level 7,
Beyond
West Building
University of Canterbury
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Safety, Health and Wellbeing
Date

Jul-19
Fri 12 July
Fri 19 July
Tues 23 July
Thurs 25 July & Fri
26 July
Aug-19
Fri 23 August
Sep-19
Fri 13 September
Mon 16 September
Wed 25 & Thurs 26
September
Oct-19
Mon 7 October
Wed 9 October
Tue 15 October
Nov-19
Thurs 6 November

Training

Duration

First Aid Revalidation
Fire Extinguisher & Evacuation Training *FULL*
Risk Management
Comprehensive First Aid *FULL*

9am - 4pm
9am - 12pm
9am - 12pm
2 days 9am - 4pm

First Aid Revalidation

9am - 4pm

First Aid Revalidation
Fire Extinguisher & Evacuation Training
Comprehensive First Aid

9am - 4pm
9am - 12pm
2 days 9am - 4pm

Risk Management
First Aid Revalidation
Fire Extinguisher & Evacuation Training *FULL*

9am - 12pm
9am - 4pm
9am - 12pm

Workplace H&S Risk Assessment (replaces Stage 2 H&S Rep training)

9am - 4.30pm

The Five Ways to Wellbeing - mentalhealth.org.nz

Research shows there are five simple things you can do as part of your daily life – at work and at home – to build resilience, boost your wellbeing
and lower your risk of developing mental health problems. These simple actions are known internationally as the Five Ways to Wellbeing.

These Five Ways help people take
care of their mental health and
wellbeing. Regularly practicing the
Five Ways is beneficial for everyone
– whether you have a mental health
problem or not.
Why the Five Ways work
• Connect:
Strengthening relationships with
others and feeling close to and valued
by others, including at work, is critical
to boosting wellbeing.
• Keep Learning:
Being curious and seeking
out new experiences at work and in
life more generally positively stimulates the brain.
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• Be Active:
Being physically active, including
at work, improves physical health
and can improve mood and wellbeing
and decrease stress, depression and
anxiety.
•Give:
Carrying out acts of kindness, whether
small or large, can increase happiness,
life satisfaction and general sense of
wellbeing.
• Take Notice:
Paying more attention to
the present moment, to thoughts and
feelings and to the world around,
boosts our wellbeing.
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The Five Ways in action
•Connect with the people around you.
With family, friends, colleagues and
neighbours.
• Keep Learning. Try something new.
Rediscover an old interest. Take on a
new responsibility at work.
• Be Active. Go for a walk or run. Step
outside. Garden. Play a game.
•Give. Do something nice for a team
mate. Thank someone. Volunteer your
time.
• Take Notice. Remark on the unusual. Notice the changing seasons. Savor
the moment.

Visitor Profile - John Finke

Greetings!
My name is John Finke, a newly minted Erskine Fellow in the Division of
Physical and Chemical Sciences.
I’m here with my wife Tracy, and boys
Miles and Benjamin.
We would like to thank Dr. Rudi Marquez and Dr. Jodie Johnston for making the Erskine Fellowship happen for
us. My research at the University of
Washington focuses on improving the
delivery and retention of drugs into the
brain. Specifically, my lab exploring
how changes in surface carbohydrates
on antibody drugs can increase their
influx into the brain and reduce their
efflux out of the brain so that overall
delivery is elevated. My group currently works with antibody drugs used
to treat both Alzheimer’s Disease and
breast cancer. Brain delivery remains a
major hurdle to effective treatment of
most central nervous system disor-

ders and our work aims to reduce this
crucial barrier. I have a B.A. in Biochemistry from Claremont-McKenna
College, M.S. and Ph.D. in Chemistry
from the University of California San
Diego, and completed a post-doc in
Physics at the University of California
San Diego. I worked as an Assistant
Professor at Oakland University prior
to my current position of Associate
Professor at the University of Washington. In addition to my research,
I have also led an effort to expand
an urban University of Washington
campus in the city of Tacoma (UW
Tacoma). In this regard, I have helped
create a new Biomedical Sciences B.S.
program that serves local students that
are first generation, place-bound, and/
or from underrepresented backgrounds
in science. As such, I understand
many of the struggles today’s students
face as they pursue their education

Welcome Morning Tea and General Staff Thankyou!

and I hope to bring this perspective
into my teaching here at the University of Canterbury. I’ll be helping
out with teaching and lab sections in
BCHM281, CHEM339, and BCHM/
CHEM443. In addition to research
and teaching, I enjoy the outdoors
and am curious if running, skiing and
mountain biking works the same in
the southern hemisphere. I hope to explore as much of this magical place as
I can with my family before we leave.
We’ll be here until the end of term in
November so give me an email if you
want to meet, chat, talk science, hike,
or show me a great trail ride.
John is here until November and can
be found in West 721.
A welcome morning tea for John is
10.30-11am Friday 26th July.
All Welcome

Please come along to our morning tea to welcome Erskine visitor Assoc Prof John Finke. At
the same time we will say a big THANKYOU to the General staff for all their extra work over
the last months!
Friday 26th July
10.30-11am in West 701
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UC Chem Club- Jodie Johnston

In the short time I have been around I
have come to realise how very active
SPCS is in many forms of Science
outreach. This does not happen without a number of people going above
and beyond.
“Chemistry Club” is one of those
forms of outreach that relies on the
creativity, passion and dedication of
those involved to succeed.
Established by Richard 4 years ago
it runs over 14-18 weeks for about
2-3 hr sessions a week mostly based
at Cobham Intermediate and sometimes UC. The programme creates
pathways to UC with senior Burnside
High students coming along to help
teach chemistry to the Intermediate
and primary school kids and obtaining
opportunities to ask questions of our
many talented post-graduate students
who feed their time and passions into
the program.
Each year so far has been a new topic,
last year was a chemistry magic show,
while this year I have steered the
direction towards consumer chemistry
with the kids exploring colour chemistry, distilling their own fragrance oil
and gearing up to make their own soap
next.
Who knows what’s next?!
What I do know is there is a need for
a big shout-out to those who have
helped in past (many members of
ChemSoc including Nick and Sam and
Sarah) and this year.

Nathan Alexander and Sarah Lilley expanding young minds during Chemistry Club. Just one
of the many outreach events we run in SPCS. This does not happen without a number of people
going above and beyond.

coloured things (!!!) and his help with
the UC based labs.
Thanks to Gill and Rob for glassware
help and glassware fixings.
Huge thanks to our post-grad students,
Sarah for being a vital component of
the whole system not only this year
but for a few years running, Connor
for joining the team this year and now
being our expert dyer and distiller
(even with 25 odd faces peering on)
and to Zach and Xin for lending their

We are only 1/3 of the way into this
years program and just finished our
2 colour labs run at UC and already
huge thank-yous are in order.
The UC colour labs got great feedback from kids, parents and teachers
(we were able to accommodate small
groups from 2 further schools who
asked for more opportunities to be
involved please!).
So firstly big thanks to Nathan for his
wonderful (not miss a beat) positive
response to my “can we have 40 kids
in the lab playing with highly coloured
chemicals”, his suggestions for more
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expertise during our UC colour lab
sessions.
Lastly, a call if anyone is keen to join
in (for one lab session or more we are
flexible) or has ideas on good robust
experiments that could be added to the
outreach collection for next year, let us
know.
Alternatively if anyone is keen to
learn more on what we are doing, I
am compiling materials as we go and
happy to share!

Greetings from Poland - David Wiltshire
Greetings from Poland where a group
of cosmologists are holding the
"Inhomogeneous Cosmologies IV
Workshop" at the Torun Centre for
Astronomy.
This is Poland's biggest radio telescope facility near the village of Piwnice to the north of the city of Torun.
We got tours of the 32m dish in small
groups, seen in the photos.
Ordinarily the telescope operates
24/7, rotating from target to target
from a long list, spending 15 minutes
on each. It does VLBI but was not
involved in the recent M87 black hole
images which require shorter (mm)
wavelengths.
Standing inside the dish is quite surreal, and on a sunny afternoon we
discovered that sunglasses were really
necessary! Trying to keep our eyes
open for the photo was tough. Many
will recognize our Ahsan Nazer who

got his PhD from UC in 2015. Ahsan
has very recently taken up a postdoctoral position here at the Torun Centre
for Astronomy (TCfA), arriving 3
weeks ago.
So this is now is now his home for
him.
Torun is also the city where Professor
Brian Wybourne spent many years
after leaving the Physics Department
at Canterbury.
It is a delightful medieval town, and
the birthplace of Copernicus (who is
remembered in the name of the university and many other things in the
city).
The TCfA houses an interesting
display of radio and TV transmitting
equipment from the days of Solidarity
in the 1980s. At that time the technicians who later built and maintained
the radio telescope put transmitters on
balloons which broadcast TV signals
about Solidarity events and political

Inside the room under the dish - from left Sofie Koksbang (Helsinki),
David Wiltshire, Thomas Buchert (Lyon), Ahsan Nazer.

The horns at prime
focus are waveguides for the
different
wavelengths of observation, ranging
from 1cm to 21cm
here. Slight offsets
are
made to collect
radio waves at each
wavelength.
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messages.
Apparently the police searched Torun
hunting for the transmitters without
ever thinking of looking skywards...
For me this week was a productive
small meeting with lots of discussions
among the experts in my own research
area.
With just 25 participants it was quite
a contrast to the intense conference
of 1030 that I attended in Valencia,
Spain, last week.
With all the excitement surrounding
the detection of gravitational waves
and the birth of a new field of gravitational wave astronomy, the International General Relativity conferences
are just getting bigger and bigger.
It is an exciting time to be in the field.

Standing in the dish: the above suspects are joined by Carlos
Hildago (UNAM, Mexico)

Walking down after the visit.
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Library News-John Arnold
Recently Seen on the Web
UC Reflects on the 50th Anniversary
of the Moon Landing
http://bit.ly/32Efgs2
Apollo 11 and the Real Dish (Sciblogs)
http://bit.ly/2JCZNkp
A WIRED Booklover’s Guide to the
Moon
http://bit.ly/30DEVze
The Periodic Table Turns 150! (NCBI
Insights)
http://bit.ly/2XLzTD3
When an Artist Looks at a Chemical
Element, What Do They See? (The
Conversation)
http://bit.ly/2Y6U1zD
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Decentralising Science May Lead to
More Reliable Results (eLife)
http://bit.ly/2Jrh28j
AI Trained on Old Scientific Papers
Makes Discoveries Humans Missed
(VICE)
http://bit.ly/2YXEKOP
Revisiting the Role of the Science
Journalist (Undark)
http://bit.ly/2LnGe1D
How I Rewired My Brain to Become
Fluent in Math (Nautilus)
http://bit.ly/2xPzwIU
On the Lighter Side…
Studio Notes on the Moon Landing
(McSweeney’s)
http://bit.ly/2YhlrD7
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Library Liaison Officer for
Chemistry
Assoc. Prof. Greg Russell
http://bit.ly/2SvmiJd

Library Liaison Officer for
Physics and Astronomy
Dr Konstantin Pavlov
http://bit.ly/31z5tCP

John Arnold
Subject Librarian for Physical and Chemical Sciences
http://bit.ly/johnarnold-uc

